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Letters:
Overcrowding Problem
To the Editor:
I recently sent the following
memo to Vice President Sherman
Smith:
Each year I am moved to remind
officers of the University of the
critical parking problem on campus
(see my memo of last February), and
each year the response seems the
same-nothing.
I am under contract to teach a
class of 130 students Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 10:30
a.m., but at or about that hour I can
find no place to park. If everyone
with a similar problem arrived
earlier, you would of course have the
same problem, so time of arrival does
not seem to be a solution. Last year
Dean Nathaniel Wollman suggested I
park near the corner of Central and
Girard, but warned that the real
problem will come when that area is
full. It is now full at the mentioned
hour.
Your colleagues, Dean Wollman
and Vice President Chester
Travelstead were quick to remind the
faculty this fall of their
responsibilities to meet their classes
(memos of Sept. 8 and Aug. 31
respectively). Let me be as timely in
reminding you and the
administration collectively of your
responsibility to provide conditions
which make this possible.
As you may have observed, the
campus is something of a madhouse
this fall. The student Union is a
dirty, over-crowded hole, sidewalks
are so congested one has to push and
shove to get to class, student housing
is so wholly inadequate to meet the
need, the inadequacy of classrooms
is notorious and the bookstore is a
threat to one's sanity. These delights
awaited student and faculty alike
after a registration so antiquated in
its procedures and so frustrating in
its impact that it could make a
grown man cry.
Over the last several years the
University has enjoyed a slow,
manageable rate of growth such that
the problems I mentioned could have
been considerably alleviated by
careful planning. Yet, as we read of
bubble-topped swimming pools and
$800,000 athletic buildings, life on
the central campus grows intolerable.
The question is not why students
protest; the wonder is they do not
protest more. The real question is,
just what the hell is required to move
this administration toward a more
responsive, creative posture?
Harry P. Stumpf

by these percentages the Greeks are the campus population. This has
interested in being politically created a more representative
involved in student government and student government which, with the
are not just "watching the world go leadership of Eric Nelson, should be
'round."
able to initiate changes that will
The fact that the fraternity system benefit the entire University.
has ceased to control student
Diane Daniels
government is not indicative of
Susan Pick
Greek apathy but of increasing
Police State
involvement by people other than To the Editor:
Our police department and the
Greeks. This increased involvement
along with continuing Greek activity secret service agents who played
has given us a more representative Cerberus at Highland High School
government than previously (HSS) last Saturday, should in my
experienced.
opinion, be given credit for plainly
Criticism of this new student showing the still undecided voters,
government comes not only from what the current GOP is really like.
Greeks but from the entire
Contrary to what the local press
University community. In many printed, the gates of HHS were not.
cases, it is valid criticism which has open to the public, but only to those
been used to promote changes on people who, according with the
campus. Every student government judgment of the agents, could be
prior to the present one and every trusted inside the building. Even
one after it has been and will be then though, the persons admitted
exposed to pressures and were being searched before they
questioning. An attribute of a good could actually enter; women were
administration is the ability to put asked to leave their purses in cars, a
criticism in proper perspective and to woman with an infant was denied
effect changes on the basis of the entrance; only signs praising the
valid ones.
President and his administration
We believe that the Greeks have were allowed inside.
not become more apathetic but that
This certainly is a sure way to
there is more involvement in student avoid having dissenter's . protest,
government from every faction of although one could hardly call it a
,-;·c,·:oo·:·:,--,.
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democratic way. In fact this is the
way communist authorities use:
There will never be any protest on
Red square, or wherever communist
leaders appear. The suspected
protestors are being arrested before
any activity takes place by a br~nch
of the police force, specmlly
organized to operate against political
opposition; exactly as it happened
Saturday.
People who, in the eyes of t~e
police, looked like potentlal
protestors, were arrested b~fore the
arrival of Nixon. The only difference
I found between the modus operandi
of the two tutors of law and order, is
that the communist police don't
have to go through the hypocrisy ?f
finding charges for the arrests; while
our police, in order to preserve an
illusion of democratic procedures,
but lacking any sense of the ridicule,
comes out with charges as:
"suspicion of foul and abusive
language," thereby condemning
presumable intentions!
I wish to inform the readers of
this letter that I am not a communist
nor an anarchist. I was born and
grew up in a country with a
totalitarian government, thus I am
probably more aware of the fine
lines which outskirt our freedom.
Marisa Bertoletti

NEW
MEXICO
Court Reiects Mass. War Legality Case
By CHARLOTTE MOULTON
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
Supreme Court refused Monday to
rule on the Massachusetts
legislature's effort to have the
Vietnam War declared
unconstitutional and to bar the
Defense Department from sending
state residents there to fight.
By a 6-3 vote, the court refused to
hear Massachusetts' deliberate test
case on the legality of the war. Its
brief order gave no reason, but
,Justice William 0. Douglas, one of
the three dissenters, issued a written

opmwn arguing the Court should
have accepted the case and
subsequently ruled on it.
'Justness Not Question'
"It does not concern the wisdom
of fighting in Southeast Asia,"
Douglas wrote of Massachusetts' new
law. "Likewise, no question of
whether the conflict is either just or
necessary is present.
"We at·e asked instead whether the
executive has power, absent a
congressional declaration of war, to
commit Massachusetts citizens in
armed hostilities on foreign soil.
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Purple Death

Hmmmmm, some University students have
obviously joined the mad outer-world baron Ming
in their attempts to create new and exciting
time-wasters. Who knows, maybe this simple
device can destroy the world ... ?

Another way of putting the question
is whether under our constitution,
presidential wars are permissible."
Justices Potter Stewart and John
M. Harlan joined Douglas in voting
that the court should hear arguments
on the legislature's action April 2
holding that the war was illegal on
grounds Congress never declared it.
Under that resolution,
Massachusetts went directly to the
Supreme Court asking that Defense
Secretary Melvin R. Laird be
enjoined from assigning any
Massachusetts draftees or military
men to Vietnam.
May Be Pmsued
Despite the Court's refusal to hear
the case, the legislature's resolution
directed State Attorney General
Robert H. Quinn to continue to
pursue the issue in lower courts and
it is possible that the Supreme Court
might again be asked to hear the
case, based on some lower ruling.
The Massachusetts law remains
valid-at least to the extent that no
court has knocked it down-and it
conflicts with Federal selective
service law which permits young men
to be drafted into the army and
ordered to go where their superiors
want them.
But Col. Paul Feeney, head of the
Massachusetts selective service
system, said the court's decision
Monday would have no more effect
on his operation than did the passage
of the antiwar bill.
"The selective service just inducts
them and that's all," he said. "No
one has challenged the selective
service on the basis of this law."
Orders Challenged
He said several servicemen from
Massachusetts challenged their orders

to Vietnam after the law was passed,
but were sent there anyway.
Quinn argued in his brief that
"nothing in the inherent powers of
the executive, including the power to
repel sudden attacks, justifies the
extent of our military commitment
in Vietnam."
The Justice Department argued id
opposition that the constitutionality
of the American involvement in
Vietnam was not an issue for the
courts to decide.
"This is an issue that should be
resolved by the Congress and the
executive, and not by the judiciary,"
the government's brief contended.
BULLETIN
PARIS (UPI)-Gen. Charles De
Gaulle, th c I ast of the big four
statesmen of World War II, died Monday
night of a heart attack while seated in
an armchair before a television set in his
country home where he lived in
self-imposed exile from the affairs of.
state.
The former president was to have
celebrated his 80th birthday on Nov. 22
at Colombey·Les·Deux-Eglises, where he
had lived in aloof retirement since April
1969 when he was rejected at the polls
in a referendum by the countrymen he
had thrice saved from disaster,
French government officials said De
Gaulle was stricken by a heart attack at
11:30 a.m. (MST) Monday just as the
evening news program was starting on
Network No. 1 of the French radio and
television broadcasting system.
Word of his death was delayed until
morning whe11 gendarmes in the tiny
village telephoned the Elysee Palace in
Paris. President Georges Pompidou
broke the news to the nation with the
wo1·ds: "General De Gaulle is dead.
France is a widow."

How to Build a Better Mousetrap

Right On Conservative View Not Giver1

By WAYNE J. THORNBURN
YAF-FCNS
Steve Kelman, a Democratic
Socialist of the Michael Harrington
school, has some interesting
comments on his fellow Harvard
students in his book, "Push Comes
to Shove."
In speaking of the SDS influence
over Hatvard students, he observed:
"Unreality doesn't, however,
incubate students automatically
because of a favorable environment.
Concrete steps must be taken to
Greek Involvement
disorient students from any sort of
bearings or points of reference to
To the Editor:
This is in response to Frank reality. Black must be made to
Gorham's letter of Thursday, Oct. · appear white, two plus two equals
22. As Greeks we feel Gorham has five. This task is easier because most
not accurately evaluated the students come to Harvard without
question of Greek apathy on very definite or strong political
campus. We also believe that he has beliefs... Most Harvard f;tudents will
not credited the independents with confess to changing their minds back
their increased involvement and its and forth depending on which side's
comparative effect on Greek polemics they read last. .. "
involvement. Using the statistics in
Students come to Harvard as they
Gorham's article and looking at them do to Wayne State or Valley Junior
in relation to the six percent Greek College, without a concise view of
population of this campus it seems political reality or a developed
that the Greeks are indeed interested ideological outlook toward the
in working toward change on our values on which society and its
campus. Of the 117 people applying government should be based. Think
for cominittee positions 30 of them back to your high school years and
were Greeks, or 25 percent of the your own view of politics. Most of us
people applying. Also, of the 3,5 had no personal foreign policy or
people applying to iun for student well-developed stand on universal
Senate nine . were Greeks, or 25 medical care. We entered collegiate
percent of those applying._ As seen life ready to learn, to become

familiar with the great issues of man
and the state, to know of where we
could find meaning and then come
to our own conclusions as to Truth.
Yet, this is too often not the
situation on American campuses
today. It is interesting to note how
SDS gained hold of the political
beliefs of many Harvard students.
Kelman explains the manner in
which many students found their
political answers.
" ... when political beliefs are
molded merely on the basis of
reading and talking and not on the
basis of experience, it becomes
relatively easy to change students'
minds by exposing them to a
constant diet to one side only ...
This pressure, all from one side is
constant and takes its toll."
Harvard is no different in this
respect than most American college
campuses. Nor does the
indoctrination come only from SDS.
Witness the results of a recent
faculty opinion survey by the
Carnegie Commission on Higher
Education, which polled over 60,000
faculty members in all academic
fields. It found that 4 7 percent of all
fields considered themselves left or
liberal and only 24 percent labelled
themselves moderate or strong
conservatives. Over 80 percent in
sociology, 71 percent in political
science, 77 percent in philosophy
and 68 percent in history classified
theinselves as liberal or left.

Corresponding figures for moderate
or strong conservatives were
sociology five percent, political
science nine percent, philosophy
eight percent, and history, 12
percent.
It is no wonder that the discussion
on campus too often becomes
framed in terms of liberal versus
radical.
As Prof. Stephen Tensor has
commented, "The ideological and
cultural uniformity of higher
education in America is a disgrace ...
Our colleges and universities have
conformed themselves over the past
two decades to the orthodoxy of
secular liberalism."
How many conservatives teach on
your faculty? Is Kirk, Voeglin or
even Burke read. in your political
theory courses? Are Friedman, Von
Mises and Allen discussed in your
economics courses'? When was the
last time a conservative case against
our presept welfare policies was
discussed in your sociology courses?
Unfortunately, the balanced
university, presenting all views in its
search for truth, exists on too few
American campuses. Students must
express their own independence and
search for differing ideas from the
liberal orthodoxy of the academy.
One wonders what has happened to
the ·practice of academic freedom by
those Who so loudly proclaim their
adherence to the principle.

OperationPaperClipChallenging
Build a better mousetrap and the world
will beat a path to your door. Or you may
make a hit in Lowell Martin's sophomore
design class.
But in his class you can use only the
following items: 12 paper clips, one
envelope, one razor blade, six thumbtacks,
four flexible binding clips, nine rubber
bands, two pieces of cardboard, one piece of
alumninum foil, two safety pins, and four
pencils. And you don't have to make a
mousetrap, just something useful, Martin
explains.
This assignment loomed before the UNM
mechanical engineering sophomores early in
this semester. The results were impressive.
"First prize went to a ... well, I guess you'd
call it a reflector-signal similar to the ones
used on ships to send codes at night," Martin
says. "The students competed on the
projects and things like a inousetrap, a scale,
a variety of pencil and pen holders, and a
working sextant were among the things
submitted.
"This project, called Operation Paper
Clip, challenged students to use their
imaginations, to use common materials in
creative ways, and to work with limited
supplies."
The second project in the popular
mechanical engineering course was simple.
Take about 16 grams of balsa wood, some
airplane glue, and a bit of work .to create a
bridge which would span a 12 1/z-mch chasm
and hold a maximum amount of weight.
Since few of Martin's sophomores had had
any of the engineering background or
mathematics needed for bridge 'design, they
had to consult texts on their owp, owtside
class. The most interested of the students
Tuesday, November 10, 1970

essentially gave themselves a short course on
strength of materials.
The results were stunning.
One balsa-wood bridge, weighing about 14
grams, held over 80 pounds . . . First place
went to Dave Douglas' product which held
five pounds for each gram of bridge weight.
For Douglas, a native of St. Albans, Vt., it
made the second time in two tries he had
taken first place. He had also designed the
reflector-signal to which his fellows awarded
top spot in "Operation Paper Clip."
Martin believes his "project" approach to
the course, new this year, has immense side
benefits.
"I have never seen students so interested
in this course before," he says. "One night
they stayed here until well after 6 o'clock to
watch testing of the bridges. And this was
after their own bridges, in many cases, had
already been tested.
"Operation paper clip sparked some
interest too. Perhaps in both cases, though,
the key is the direct student-to-student
competition. When they are competing like
this, with a physical project, they make a big
effort."
This kind of motivation through
competition makes students study more on
their own. In addition, they seem to
remember more of what they have studied
and enjoy the class more, Martin observed.
The approach also gives imagination free
play. While students are restricted in the
type of problem they face, they have a wide
range of alternative solutions, many of
which at·e "correct".
This kind of freedom engages students,
the UNM professor feels, and satisfied their
need to create imaginatively and not be tied
to one so-called "right" answer.

Buckling Bridge

A mechanical engineering
student watches as an 11 gram
balsa wood bridge begins to
buckle under 50 pounds of
weight. The design was n contest
winner in Lowell Martin's design
course.

Teacher Evaluation
Teacher evaluation for
Semeste-r I will begin next week.
Questionnaires covering the
instructors' teaching methods and
attitudes as well as student
reaction to the class will be
distributed by ASUNM staffers
conducting the evaluation.
Evaluation will center primarily
on 40 freshman and sophomore
courses (100 and 200 level) with
extremely large enrollments.
The questionnaires will be
distributed by evaluation staffers,
not mailed to the students' home
as previously announced. The
results will be tabulated and
distributed before Semester II.

Among questions included on
the single·page questionnah·e are
ones askii1g if the instructor
"appears to have command of the
subject," "explains the material
clearly," "encourages ·discussion
and debate," and "relates the
material to students' lives and
experience."
The questionnaire also has 011
open question asking for "positive
or negative reactions" to the
course.
A question on the type. of
study required to pass the course
ex am ina tions, readings; lectures,
both or "none of these" is
included.

Ecuadorean Gov'f, Students Wage War
(Editor's Note: This is the
second article of a two·part series
on the current situation in
Ecuador. Written by former Lobo
editor Wayne Ciddio, who is
currently attending the UNM
Andean Center in Quito. Ciddio
said that even though all
Ecuadorean universities are
closed, the Andean Center "is and
always has been totally unaffected
by the goings on between students
and police. The Andean Center
has never in its history been
attacked in any form and there
have never been any students or
personnel associated with the
center injured or even
threatened.")
By WAYNE CIDDIO

Cleo/is Vigil

Pofice, Soldiers Engulf Sections of Quito With Tear Gas

every day. And there to meet
them were police and soldiers·
backed up by army tanks that
engulfed entire sections of Quito
in tear gas.
Velasco and his minister of
defense publicly denounced
university officiis for encouraging
violent dissent and exhorted
university professors to resume
their mission of education and
service to the nation. The Central
Council of the Central University
responded in a stinging reply
published in "El Comercio,"
Quito's largest daily newspaper.
The reply said, "The convulsive
and anarchic state in which we
find Ecuador is not attributable to
the Central University, but rather
At four o'clock on the morning to a government which has not
of June 15, two as yet be en able to solve the grave
unidentified men bombed the economic problems of the
Central University Press in Quito. country and the university, to
which it has not provided one
The bomb, thought to be of the cent
of capital,"
plastic variety, caused $200,000
On the morning of June 22,
damage.
Enrique Alrnagro
In addition to destroying federal troops moved onto the
UNM students attending the Andean Study Center, from left of
thousands of dollars worth of Central University campuses in .
table, Albert Sandoval, Orlando Romero, Garciela Amendariz, the
machinery, paper stock, and Quito, Guayaquil, Cuenca and
Quito
Center
Loja,.
sealed
off
campus
grounds
center's
physician, Christopher Causey, Esquipulla Vijil and Loretta
te;x;tbooks, the bomb silenced
and
occupied
administrative
Anderson,
conduct a seminar at the center. The center located in
"Orientacion," the student
buildings
and
classrooms.
Quito,
Equador
is now in its third year of operation.
ne'\l!"spaper that had so violently
At
the
same
time,
police
began
government and police, and the
criticized the government in the
university officials, student
Although in the months
months immediately prior to the an exhaustive roundup of minister of public education, leaders and opposition pal'ty
university officials, student justified the closure in the
immediately
the
dictatorship.
leaders still in jail, there is an dictatorship, thepreceding
leaders,
opposition
party
leaders
following
terms:
autonomy
law
Manuel Agustin Aguirre,
uneasy calm in Ecuador.
"Considering that the Central
the
government,
it
was
ignored
by
G!irector of Central de Quito, and other suspected subversives.
Quito and Guayaquil have been
condemned the bombing as a Due to government silence, Universities at Quito, Guayaquil, hit recently by a rash of had long been a point of bitter
contemptible act of brutality and newspapers were unable to obtain Cuenca and Loja have of late been bombings, one of which left Quito contention between university
FEUE publicly accused the an accurate · count of political converted into centers of political without electricity for two hours. and government officials.
government of waging a campaign prisoners, but they were able to subversion, thus diverting them The mutilated body of a leftist
It seems obvious that a
of terrorism and murder among ascertain that the rectors of the from their ·high mission as professor from Central de reopening of the universities
four Central University branches transmitters of culture, producers
university students.
Guayaquil was found on the coast would almost certainly mean
were
From June 15 to June 22, high arrested.among the first to be of qualified professionals and a month ago, but aside from more demonstrations, more
leaders in the socio-economic
school students, universitarios and
political rallies and more violence
The
following
day,
a
decree
development
of the country, and, minimal press coverage, the in the streets.
professors were in the streets issued by Velasco. the minister of
incident went relatively unnoticed
"Considering that acts of outside
of student circles.
Although from the law and
violence against the lives and
·No
one,
probably
not
even
order
point of view, it would seem
honor of the people of Ecuador
Velasco, is sure when the practical for the government to
are of public concern, and are universities
will be reopened. A keep the universities closed,
provided by a small number of
rumored
reopening
in March of Velasco must also be aware that a
students operating from withing
1971
is
pure
speculation
and at prolonged interruption of higher
the university, inspired by
this
point
seems
overly
optimistic.
education will mean a mass
directives from professors in the
Some students are convinced
exodus of talent to other Latin
service of foreign doctrines, and,
"Considering that this the universities will remain closed American nations and even to
condemnable attitude does not at least until Velasco's term as other continents.
permit the great majority of president expires. His current
In a country which so
students to enjoy the guarantees term officially expires in 1972, desperately needs trained
·and tranquility necessary for but the aging president has hinted professionals and technicians,
serious and responsible studies, he will relinquish his post in such an exodus could be
disastrous.
the Universities at Quito, August of 1971.
More optimistic observers say
Guayaquil, Cuenca and Loja are
Another possibility is that the
the universities will reopen as
hereby closed."
government is in such terrible
soon
as
the
government
puts
into
A week after the closure, police
financial shape that it cannot
reported that they had found an effect a new public education law afford to open the universities. A
arsenal o£ arms and explosives in a that will enable law enforcement newspaper columnist in Quito
Central University building in officials to move onto the commented shortly after the coup
campuses to maintain law and
Quito. Police said the confiscated order.
that the university situation was
weapons, in the hands of student
used
merely as a scapegoat for the
In the past, because of a law
subversives, could have posed a
dictatorship
and that the real
grave threat to the security of the that gave universities autonomy reason for the coup was "neither
from the state, students could
government and the nation.
march
into the streets, provoke student unrest nor communist
With troops maintaining a
the
police
and then head back to plots within the country, but
24-hour guard on the Central
rather a worsening economic crisis
University campuses and with the campus where they enjoyed a from which there appeared to be
sanctuary from arrest.
no escape."
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Q. What should I serve when the boys drop over?

A. The perfect beverage for moments of celebration
and good fellowship like this is Pabst Blue Ribbon
beer. Its good old-time flavor helps break the ice
and get the party rolling.

1.
brewery in Milwaukee?
A. Last year Pabst Brewing Company, the oldest in Milwaukee, celebrated 126 years of brewing great beer. And that's older
than your father's, father's, father's, father's moustache. Which
brings us to our point: if you believe that practice makes perfect, then you can't find a more perfect beer than a Pabst.

I

something

Cleofes Vigil, New Mexico poet and
singer, talked on native folktales and music
last night in the Union.
Vigil plays the mandolin, guitar, violin,
flute and clarinet and often appears at
conferences of anthropologists,
ethnomusicologists and historical societies.
The material from which he works include
the traditional folk stories or "c>jemplos"
which he describes as "fiction, but at the
same time they're true."
Vigil will be speaking at Popejoy Hall
tonight.

3

0. Who are these guys?
'A. This is a group photo of our bowling
team. It was taken in 1893, the year
Pabst won the Blue Ribbon as Ameri·
ca's best beer. We still brew our beer
the old-time premium way. Our bowling
team hasn't changed much either.

EvarJthing Yau'vellways
Wanta~ ta Know lbo~t ~~~r
... But laralfraid to lsk
6.

special

0. What'll you have?
A. Pabst Blue Ribbon, because
it has something no other
beer has ... good old-time
flavor. And if perchance we
have not covered everything you've always wanted
to know about beer but
were afraid to ask ... quell
those fears. You'll find the
answers to all your ques·
tions inside an ice-cold
bottle or can
of Pabst. On
second
thought.
whynotbuy
a 6-pack?
It's our
"refresher"
course.

--

Schwerin Says (Lack of Vision'

Ecuador's Land Program Might Die

·--IIA!{ND THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
PRESENT

THE NATIONAL PLAYERS
IN

TWELFTH NIGHT
Tuesday, November 17-3:00 P.M.
AND

OEDIPUS REX
Tuesday, November 17-8:15 P.M.
Adults 4.00, 3.50, 3.00, 2.50, 2.00
FacjStaff & Students
Tel. 277-3121
Page 2

:yf Price

The ongoing program of land
reform in Ecuador "suffers from a
lack of vision" and may "expire
after about three generations,"
said Karl Schwerin, anthropology
professor who just returned from
a research trip there.
Schwerin taught at the Latin
American Center in the spring of
1969 and then studied the peon's
life at a church hacienda in Canar
province.
"The benefits (of land reform

NOTHING LIKE IT
IN ALBUQUERQUE!
Escuala del Sol-Montes·
sori, 219 Sierra SE, an.
nounces an afternoon ses•
sion beginning November
16 for children 21'2 to 5
Years of age,
tscuela del Sol-Montessori is the
only affiliate of the American Montes.
sari Society in Albuquerque. All sraff
members are prepared ar the Bach.
olors level, Montessori trained and
experienced In pre-school education.

policies), although important,
have been superficial. There has
been no deep change in the
agrarian structure. In general the
program of reform suffers from a
lack of vision," Schwerin said.
The major problem of the
current land reform policy, in
effect since 1965, is its failure to
provide for minimum size on land
holdings. The inheritance system
in which the peasants' small land
holdings ( 2 and one·half to 12
acres) are divided among all the
children in a family, will "result in
impossibly small land holdings by
the third generation," Schwerin
said.
He added a system of
medium-sized farms would have
meant "food would have been
produced for non-farmers living in

COLOR SPECIAL
f'1(fur~s 01 You Ar,d Yl),m
F(,r Ctirr~lmtu

For information ahd or
appointment call;

ELlEN SPENGLER,
DIRECTRESS
255-3838
A non-proflt corporation

IPt'l~m~ludnd'1

$19.50
(ALL I~OW ~65 1621
Evt!l\•n[l f.f.(,o'NlhnH,'I In

A,o,J,:.Lrc

Y(nt Hlitr.o

fM
(hr,~!fl'l~~ C.trt\ILno: Or.d (>,fU

Pottl!ICi

117 W.hJIT.fll

Mary £lion E'lllorprito;, .(017

C~tntro('N.E.

Ecuadors growing cities." As it is
food is imported.
Schwerin also predicted a
return to the pre-reform
concen ttations of land if
accumulation of small tracts of
land by the wealthy continues at
its present rate.
'"rhe result will be an
increasing number of landless
poor. 'l'he upper class still
considers .land ownership a sign of
high prestige," he said.
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0. What are these horses trying to pull?
A. They're pulling one day's production of Pabst beer. This often caused
traffic jams outside the brewery. These tieups were the results of eff.orts
to supply the increasing demand for Pabst. A demand that has remarned
unquenched to the present day.

1
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Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone ( 505)
277·4102, 277·4202
The New Mexico Lobo ls
published dully every regular weelc
of the University ye"ar by the Board
af Student Publications of the
Associated Students of the
Uni••ersity of New Mexico, and Is
not financially associat~d wlth
UNM, Printed by the UNM Printing
Plant with second class postage paid
at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
87106. Subscription rate is $7 (or
the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the
cditorlnl pages of The Lobo arc
those of th1l author solely.
Unsigned opinion· Is that of the
editorial b onrd of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the
views or t.he Associated Students or
the University of New Mexico.
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0. How is Pabst
brewed?
A. 1. Choice hops
are gathered and
placed here. 86.
Then we mix in
only the best
grains. 22. Then

- - - - --

-· ----- ------ -- --------~------

the beer is allowed to brew slowly and naturally. 64. Look closely.
This is a secret process that gives Pabst its good old·time flaVOI'.
Tuesday, November 10, 1970

__

PABSTBREWINGCOMPANY ...

----.-- _ _ _
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Valley's 'Charm' 'Benefits Real Estate Values
The Albuquerque Valley area's
"charm and unconventionality"
are among factors contributing to
more profitable and reliable real
estate loan payment returns than
in the city's heights areas, said a
study of real estate financing
conducted by the Bureau of
Business Research (an ISRAD
agency).
Conducted by Roy W. Bidwell,
president of the Rio Grande Title
Company, the study shows Valley
development has depended on
local financing since out-of-town
lenders don't wish to handle the
Valley's special problems. Local
financing and attitudes and
traditions of Valley land owners
were found to be prime reasons
for the "better history of prompt
repayment and adherence to
mortgage contmcts" than loans in
Albuquerque's more affluent
sections.
Loan Experience
Bidwell's study draws heavily
on his experience with the bank's
mortgage loan portfolio. "Just 1\S
there are in the experience of this
lender fewer delinquency
problems proportionately in the
Valley," he writes, "the bank has
found lower incidence of serious
default and eventual foreclosure."
Bidwell attributes this to "the
BE DIFFERENT
SEND O!STJNCTIVE CHii!ISTNAS
lETTER HEADS WiTH A PERSONAL GREETINS
Mary El!cn Enttrpract
4·:J'-~ (r."-''-l: 'J E
:;'1·'.,·3~:'1

inherent trait of the Valley
occupants to protect the land."
He goes on to point out that "the
delinquency factor has much to
do with the total amount of
servicing effort required for
propEJr servicing of a loan
portfolio, and for the ultimate
p 1·ofitability of the portfolio."
The 4 4- page report,
"Real-Estate Lending in the Rio
G r a n d e V a 11 e y Are a of
Albuquerque," is the 19th in the
bureau's series, "New Mexico
Studies in Business and
Economics." It is available from
the bureau, at ISRAD-UNM, for
$2.50.
Historical Development
The report outlines factors
influencing lenders in mortgage
loan decisions: valuation and
marketability of collateral, legal
requirements, portfolio economics
and the p r i n c i p 1 e of
conformity-the idea that good
real estate collateral conforms to
convention a I design and
construction, located amid
compatible surroundings. It traces

Heights has been financed, since
the war, on standardized bases by
out-of-town lenders, most Valley
development has depended on
local financial institutions.
"The Valley," writes Bidwell,
"is suffused with a mixture of
small farms and homesteads that
have been passed down from
father to son.
Family Land
"Quite commonly, offspring
congregate on the family land,
with the result that several
residences stand together in
ompound-like configurations,
''An unfortunate characteristic
of this tradition of dispersing the
family wealth," he continues, "is
the frequency of land title
problems that occur as a result of
insufficient or erroneous
documentation of transfers of
title."
These pro b I ems are
compounded by the presence of
ancient land grants-the Atrisco
and the Pajarito. And the area is
rendered less attractive to
conventionally-minded lenders by

Bidwell writes, Most such defects,
however, can be corrected-given
time and money. The Heights, in
contrast, present few problems of
land title.
Through investigation including
interviews with many leading
financial executives, Bidwell
found "that generally fees charged
Valley borrowers for costs
incident to the origination and the
closing of a mortgage loan closely
parallel those charged in other
parts of Albuquerque."
But, "arecentsamplingoflocal
lenders, taken by the writer,
indicated that rates quoted for
loans originating in any of the
Valley areas, regardless of the size
of the loan Ol' the quality of the
borrower, were generally from
one fourth of one percent to one
half of one percent higher than
for loans originating in other areas
of Albuquerque."
Evaluation Ratios
Bidwell also found loan to
evaluation ratios-the percentage
of loan to total property
value-were 15 to 20 percent

Press Conferences __
'One-W~y Prop oslo tiO on'

~r bh~~~c:~~~:lo;~:~t ~;~~ ~?a~n~~g~ence
prehistoric times to the present,
assessing the impact of history on
means of land ownership. And the
study outlines in detail the
current Albuquerque economy,
and its prospects, as they appear
to a mortgage lender.
Where the Heights areas are
relativelyconventionalforlending
purposes, the Valley presents
special problems. Where much

under the ratios for more
con ven t ionaI Par ts o f
Albuquerque.
However, Bidwell says, "The
bank's experience has been that
the loan-to-value ratios are
frequently much lower in the
Valley than elsewhere-naturally,
sometimes by design of the
lender, but frequently because of
a natura1 conservativeness and
integrity of the borrower."
' ' The A I b u q u e r que
experience," Bidwell suggests,
"can serve as an interesting
example of an actual situation in
which nonconformity and
satisfactory performances are
compatible and rewarding,"
"Circumstances will bring
lenders and investors face to face
with situations involving or
requiring a break from established
ideals and standards or at least
modifications of established
criteria. The hope is that this
study will provide assistance an
some assurance to institutions and
agencies faced with this
dilemma," he concluded.

of orderly land
But, says Bidwell, "The
Valley's charm and appeal are
generally attributed largely to its
unconventional nature.
Newcomers and natives alike find
the area attractive."
Title Difficulties
Title defects, arising in some
cases from centuries of
improperly recorded transfers, are
perhaps the major barrier to

President Nixon's. press
conferences have been criticized
as being "a one-way proposition"
by the national Freedom of
Information Committee of Sigma
Delta Chi, professional journalism

~=~;m~~~~~~~~~~~-~p~o~s~t~w~a~r~d~e~v~e~l~o~p~m~e~n~t~~~·n~t~h~e~~h~o~u~s~i~n~g~f~i~n~a~n~c~e~in~~th~e~V~a~ll~e~y~,~s~o~c~ie~t~y~,iTTI?ifWi~~ij~f-

In their annual report, to be
presented Wednesday to the
2 0, 0 0 0 member society's
convention in Chicago, the
committee criticized the
President, Chief Justice· Warren
up the year
"disquieting
for the
Burger,
localasofficials
and summed
advancement of frt•edom of
inf01mation."
Nixon's press conferences have
been condensed "ess••ntially to a
one -way proposition, converwd
wht•n the l'r<'sident belit'vt's IH' has
something to communicatt•,"
Prt>sidential press confl'rences
should allow on·the·record
qut>slioning of the President at
frequent in tervals,~"prefN<lbly
weekly, certainly no less ofh•n
than bi-monthly."
Also crilizing criticizing Vicl'
President Spiro Agm•w's allacl1s
on the media a yl'ar ago, the
committee's rt>port concluded "if
this first yt•ar aft<>r his Des Moines
speech is the beginning of th<' Age
of Agnew in journalism, it does
not portend to bl• a pll•asant L•ra
for the journalist."
The report also points out lhat
Chil'f Justicl' Warren Burger has
initiated •a practicl' of
"backgrounders" (i.e. stories
whose sources may not be quotl'd
direcL!y}. Burger, who on occasion
bars radio-television t•overage
or his public addresses, is also
reported to havl' atit•mpted lo
control reprint rights of his "state
of judiciary" addrc>sses to the
American Bar Assn.
At the local level the
committee found increasing use of
"subpoenas of m•wsmen and their
notes," and "repr<•ssive law
enforcement toward student
reporters at the scene of college
disturbances and continued St•cret
met•ting of school boards and
other publk~ groups."

UNM Rugby Team
A University Rugby Team,
which will play its first game on
Nov. 21 against the University of
Arizona, is currl'ntly being
formed.
The tl'am will hold two practice
sessions this week, tlw first on
w..dtwsday at ,t:ao p.m. o11 the
Johnson Gym fi(']ds with the
second S('ssion l>eing ~chedu!PCl for
tlw sam\' place at 2 p.m. Sunday.
Anyone intl'rPsll'd in trying out
for llw LPam should attend one of
thos<! two s<'ssions, or for furihl'r
information contact graduate
physical education department
assistant Pete Maud through the P.
E. office.

look wuo rcabs tbe •tble.
It can make things work for you.
It's that kind of book.
Read your Bible. You'll see.
If you don't have a Bible of your own,
we'll send you one for a dollar.
Hard cover and everything.
Just one should do it.
The Bible lasts a long time.
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P.O. Box 1170, Ansonia Station

New York, New York 10023
Good. I'm sending you one dollar.
Please send me one Bible.

Every Wed. 5·6 PM

NAME:~- ______ --~---------~-~---·--·-·-···
ADDRESS-----~_...___.._ ____-------------"
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30th Annual NatibnaJ Bible Week, November 22-29, 1970. An Interfaith effort.
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2 U.S. Generals Released
WASHINGTON-Rep. Kenneth Gray said Monday the State
Department had told him 'that two U.S. generals had been released by the
Russians after having been held for almost three weeks.
Gray said the State Department officials told him that Maj. Gen.
Edward Scherrer and Brig. Gen. Claude McQuarrie were released in Russia
Monday aftemoon and all allowed to cross the border into Turkey
where they will be flying to Ankara.
Gray said that the pilot of the plane, U.S. Army Maj. James P.
Russell and a Turkish colonel were still being held in Russia but who
were expected to be released soon.
The State Department, however, said that Ankara Radio reported at
3 p.m. EST that the Turkish officer already had been released.
The men had been held in a comfortable government guest house in
Leninakan, a few miles inside the border of Soviet Armenia, since their
twin-engined light plane blew off course on a flight from one Turkish
airfield to another Oct. 21.

Pay Increase Recommended
WASHINGTON-A presidential board Monday recommended a
three-year, 32.5 percent wage increase for most of the nation's railroad
workers, but proposed work rule changes that would eliminate some
"featherbedding" and increase efficiency.
The board proposed that four rail unions representing nearly
500,000 of the industry's 600,000 railworkers be granted contracts
providing a 13.5 percent increase for this year, an additiona19 percent
for 1971 and 10 percent for 1972. This would add $1.32 to the average
hourly pay of $3.60 at the end of three years.
But to offset what the board termed a "substantial" wage increase, it
proposed that the railroads be permitted to change certain work rules
which the industry claims promote costly featherbedding.
These changes, the board said, "would give the carriers more leeway
and flexibility in using the available work force, speed up movement of
trains through rail yards, and generally improve efficiency."

Jury Findings Threaten Universities
WASHINGTON-The president of I<ent State University said
Monday a special grand jury report on the killing of four students there
threatens acad!.'mic freedom on every major American <"Ollege campus.
Rol>~rt I. Whit£> made the charges in his first public statement on the
Portage County (Ohio) grand jury's decision Oct. 16 to indict 25
pPrsons and virtttally clear national guardsmen of blame for the tragedy
last May.
"In my opinion, the grand jury report was inaccurate, disregarded
clear evidence, and, if pursued in all its nuances, would eventually
destroy not only K<'nl Statt• but all major universities in America,"
White said.
The university president specifically took exception to the grand
jury's finding that K!.'nt State officials were largely responsible for the
slayings bt•cause they allegedly followed a policy of general
permissiveness, failed to control radical elements and over-emphasized
the right lo dissent.
"We hold no brief for lawbreakers or for disrupters," White said.
"But neithpr is the academic community a place where ideas-no matter
how offensive--are to be suppressed."

2 La11Jyers Question Death Laws
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Two
attorneys urged the Supreme
Court Monday to set new rules for
jury practices in capital
punishment cases that could
•affect the fate of an estimated
550 prisoners now in death row
cells across the country.
But the federal government and
California told the court that the.
lawyers failed to show any
constitutional reason for changing
present jury practices.
Two cases involving death row
defendants in California and Ohio
are immediately at issue. But the
Court's ruling, which will be made
later in this term, is expected to
affect all capital penalty cases. In
anticipation of the court ruling,
none of the 41 states that have
capital punishment laws has
carried out an execution since
June 2, 1967.
The Supreme Court heard three
hours of arguments Monday.
Attorneys Herman F. Selvin of
Beverly Hills, Calif., and John J.
Callahan of Toledo, Ohio, both
representing men on death row,
urged the court to spell out
standards for juries in determining
when the death penalty is
applicable.
They based their argument on
the frequently heard contention
that the Jack of such standards
give defendants no safeguard
against a jury that might, for
example, send a man to his death
because of the color of his skin.
But Chief Justice Warren E.
Burger pointed out that,
historically, the "conscience of
the communil.y" is supposed to
weigh with juries or judges in
deciding whether to impose the
Math penalty. He wondered how
that could be done if the question
is reduced simply to a matter of
law.
U.S. Solicitor General Erwin N.
Griswold, arguing for the
government, told the court that
the request for standards was "an

"Scientific cooperation
belWl'Cn the Western world and
the Iron Curtain countries is a
d<•finile reality."
This optimistic evaluation
comes from a UNM scientist
involved in one of the most
sensitive regions of
Ru ssian·American
competition-the race for the
moon.
Klaus Keil, professor of geology
and a principal investigator for all
Apollo lunar samples retumed to
earth, rl•turnt'd from his recent
trl•k to Japan eonfident that
Russian mett'oritic experts "are
gt•nuinely inlerestPd in further
coopt•t·ation l'Ven in the sensilive
arl'a of lunar analysis and spac<'
r('Sl'arch.
Keil repr<>sl'nlt•d the United
Slates in the Intt>~·national
M i n <' t' a 1o g i c a I As so e i a ti on
ln\'<'lings in Kyoto and Tokyo.
Included in lh~> gathering W('l'<' 22
Russians and otht•r scit•ntists from
Iron Curtain countries.
"I think that right now the
Co I d W at and other political
tensions have not intruded much
011 our field," the German-born
geologist explained. "The
Russians, for example, have settt
us important specimens of
lneteorities for us to study and
we, in our turn, have sent them
some of our samples .
"The newly-formed Committee
on Meteorites, an intemational
ll

group formed this summer, has a
Russian as president, while I was
elected secretary. This feeling of
cooperation carries over into the
reporting of new finds and falls of
meteorites.
"And, most important, it is
good to remember that when the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration asked for
pr.oposals a couple of years ago to
study the returned lunar samples,
it did not restrict investigation or
proposals to only Western
scientists."

WW II Prolonged
LONDON (CPS)--Millions of
WNt' sacl'ific<•d bPcause of
mmec!'ssary prolongation of WW
II. says one of Britain's top
militarv critics,
Sir Basil Liddell, who died last
January, says in his last book, a
history of the war, that the
"Alli<'s" dPmand of unconditional
surrender of both Germany and
Japan "was the greatest help to
Hitler, in prpserving his grip on
the German people, and likewise
to the war party in Japan."
live~;
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broaden the ERTS data user base.
Representatives from industry,
government, business and the
universities from all over the
southwest met to review work
done in the area of resource and
environmental data and to
develop experiment plans for the
future.
The Arizona Regional
Ecological Test Site experimental
effort was designed to provide
information which will be useful
to the design and implementation
of futme ERTS flights.
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and Fall 71 semesters. Spring
semesters circle the world from
Los Angeles. stopping in Asia and
Africa and ending in New York.
Fall semesters depart New York
for port stops in Europe, Africa
and Latin America. ending in
Los Angeles.
The world is there. The way to
show it to inquiring minds is there.
And financial aid programs are
there. too. Send for our catalog
with the coupon below.
s. s. Ryndam is of Netherlands
registry.
i••··············~····
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Director of Student Selection Services
Chapman College, Orange, Calif. 92666
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A satellite that will provide
data to be used to improving
flood control, crop inventories
and control of crop diseases will
soon be orbiting the earth.
Some of the groundwork was
laid by William Shinnick, director
of UNM's NASA technology
Applications Center (TAC) at a
seminar workshop at the Arizona
Regional Ecological Test Site
experiment.
Shinnick assisted in preparation
of a program to assemble and
interpret data coming from the
Earth Resources Technology
Satellites (ERTS), soon to be
orbited.
The seminar, co-sponsored by
the University of Arizona, NASA,
and lhe U.S. Geological Survey
Earth Resources Observation
Systems (EROS) Program, was
held in an effort to consolidate
remote sensing test site efforts
within the southwest and f,o

...... ., .......................................
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Under present procedure, he
said, the defendant has no choice
but to risk self·incrimination if he
wants to appear before the jury at
all.
Burger asked if this question
should not be left to the states,
rather than decided by the
Supreme Court.
Callahan said the Constitution's
guarantee of "due process of law"
gives 'a defendant a right to a
special hearing on punishment. He
said six of the 41 states that have
capital punishment allow for such
a hearing.
The two cases before the comt
involve James Edward Crampton,
convicted of the 1967 murder of
his wife, Wilma, in their Toledo,
Ohio, home, and Dennis C.
McGautha, convicted of the 1967
robbery-murder of Benjamin
Smetana, a Los Angeles
storekeeper.

Director Constructs Satellite

Now there's a way for you to
know the world around you
first-hand. A way to see the
things you've read
about. and study
as you go. The
way is a college
that uses the
Parthenon as a
classroom for
a lecture on Greece, and illustrates
Hong Kong's floating societies
with a ride on a harbor sampan.
Chapman College's World
Campus Afloat enrolls two groups
of 500 students every year and
opens up the world for them. Your
campus is the s. s. Ryndam,
equipped with modern educational
facilities and a fine faculty. You
have a complete study curriculum
as you go. And earn a fullyaccredited semester while at sea.
Chapman College is now
accepting enrollments for Spring
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attack on the death penalty itself"
and should be rC'jected.
Ronald M. George, deputy
attorney general of California,
agreed. "An arbitrary device to fix
standards is only a device to
abolish the death penalty," he
said. "The logical end result is
either no death penalty or a
mandatory death penalty."
Callahan also asked the court to
rule out the widespread practice
of having a jury decide guilt and
punishment at the same time. '
If the two procedures are
conducted separately, he said, the
defendant can exercise his right to
remain silent at the first hearing
on the question of his guilt-and
thus avoid the possibility of
incriminating himself under
cross·examination-but can then
take the stand at the second
hearing to plead against the death
penalty.

One college does more
than broatlen horizons. It
sails to them, and
beyond.
,.

East, West Cooperation
Reality Claims Klaus Keil

Pi:z:za Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
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High Court Hears J ur'y Practices Suit
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Henry, Dungan Get Nominations

Progressive Labor Faction
Unites Students, Workers

Lobo Backs on Record Rampage

Fred Henry, an important gear
in the New Mexico running
machinery, is leaving his
impression on the WAC. By rushing
for 166 yards Saturday, Fred has
moved past last year's top league
rusher, Dave Buchanan, and into
second place in the rushing
category.
The only one still ahead of
Henry is teammate Sam Scarber,
who ironically has given Fred

plenty of additional yards with his
blocking out of the backfield.
With two games left, Henry has
accummulated 769 yards rushing
in 99 carries (for a season average
of 7 .8-yards-pe1·-carry) and now is
only 23 yards behind Scarber.
Both Scarber and Henry are
gunning fo1· the school rushing
record of 872 yards, set by Dave
Bookert in 1968. As the two run
against Brigham Young and

(Bv Jheauthorof Rally Rou11d !l!e Flag, Boys.,. DobitGillis .•• etco.)

Prexy's Complaint
Do you know why you haven't seen the president of your college
lately? Here's why: he quit.
You don't believe me, I see. You sneer and make coarse gestures.
But it's true all the same. Not one college president in the entire
United States came back to work this fall. They chickened out, every
last one.
A few will return: they're just taking a year off to study karate.
But most aren't coming bark ever. And can you blame them? What
kind of work is this for a dignified, elderly person-cowering under his
desk all day long, wearing bullet-proof undt>rwear, hiring food tasters,
getting into fistfights with sophomore girls?
It's hard to realize that only three or four years ago a college
presid"nt was a figure of respect and regard-yea, rcecrellcc even! I'll
admit of course that undergraduates were much more tractable in
those days because, as you will no doubt recall, sex and drugs had not
yet been introduced from Europe.
But even so, they were lh·ely rascals, yesterday's undergrads,
scampering all over campus on their little fat legs, cheering and hallooing, identifying lichens, conjugating verbs. But no matter how engrossed they were in their games and sports, whenever Prexy happened by, they would instantly run over to kiss his vest and sing 24
choruses
the Alma Mater. Ah, it was a lovely and gracious time,
now gone, alas, forever!
Incidentally, you'll notice that I used the word "Prexy." That of
course is what college presidents are always called, as I'm sure you
knew. But did you know that trustees are always called "Trixie?"
Similarly, deans are always called "Doxy" except of course in the
South where they are always called "Dixie." Associate professors of
course are called "Axy-Pixie." Hockey coaches of course are called
"Hootchy-Cootchy." Students are called "Algae."
And Miller High Life is called "The Champagne of Beers." I mention Miller High Life because I am paid to write these columns by the
brewers of Miller High Life. They are, I must say, a very relaxed kind
of employer. They let me write whatever I want to, There's no censorship, no pressure, and no taboos. In fact, I don't even have to mention
Miller High Life unless I feel like it. Naturally, the brewers are a little
dis:ap:pointlld if I don't mention it, but they never complain. They just
and
check.

n:

Arizona State, they will have the
added incentive of trying for WAC
rushing honors and re-writing the
school record.
.
Henry's performance Saturday
(166 yards in 14 carries including
TD runs of 52 and 40 yards) earned
him the team's offensive
nomination to the WAC office.
Defensively, the nomination
went to Don Dungan, who put
together his second great game in a
row in the' secondary. Dungan
made two outstanding
interceptions when the score was
7-7, stopping two potential scores
by Arizona. He also was credited
with three tackles for the
afternoon.
Henry practically assured
himself of another record
Saturday, the WAC sophomore
rushing record. He needs but 28
yards in the last two games to break
Lawrence McCutcheon's record
which was set last year.
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In May, 1962 a thin laser beam
of light, directed at the moon,
lighted a two-mile-wide area on
the moon's surface for a fraction
of a second.
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Indian Laws
Named Topic
Of Conclave

Fred Henry

By ROGER J. RUVOLO
The importance of the
upcoming Brigham Young game
perhaps came out most to Lobo
head coach Rudy Feldman last
week after his team's 35-7 win over
Arizona, placing the Lobos in a tie
for first in the WAC.
And, Brigham Young has had
some success in playing UNM over
the last few years. The Lobos
haven't beaten them since 1964,
and were beaten 41-15 by the
Cougars last fall.
BYU Head Coach Tommy
Hudspeth, now in his seventh year
at the Cougar helm, has mounted
up a 34-33-1 record including last
week's 23·3 win over Wyoming.
Hudspeth will probably only have
the limited services of tailback Kip
Jackson (190) next week because

(@uart~r.a
11Jnuug~ &
&nuutry 1Ll-r&-(@u~
905 Yale SE

of an injury. Jackson led the
Cougars in last year's win, with 155
yards aground. Sophomore Dave
Coon (190) is expected to be one
of three sophomore starters in the

Sophomore Steve Banzhaf (230)
will start at center.
1 0 year veteran defensive coach
LaVell Edwards lmd his hands full
during fall two-a-day practices with
only three seniors to his name on
lllil!l:ll:ll!!illilll:llillll:lllf:lil!ii!i:IU:ilnllillliiiEII!J!!!III:IIIill!illlll!iiEIIIIII:I!ITii:II:IIDI the defensive line. Those include
Mike Jacobsen (230),atlefttackle;
Gerald Meyer (245), at right tackle;
and right end Jim Faulkner (225).
Left end Joe Liljenquist (215), a
junior, handles the kicking chores
for BYU, having led the Cougars
m:ummmmmmmJrmmm;rmumrmm!l:rmll:uummmmumuun:mrmill!lllilllll!ll last year in scoring with 4 2, all by
kicking.
Cougar backfield Saturday.
Linebacker coach Chris Apostol
Quarterback Brian Gunderson
envied
Edwards for having the
(170) and flanker Pete Van seniors he
did, because Apostol
Valkenberg (196) are the others. didn't have any. He is starting
Senior Eddie Nichols (190) is the junior Jeff Lyman (225) at left
old man of the offensive backfield linebacker, while sophomore Bill
and is playing at fullback,
Even though the front line of the Dvorak (205) will handle the right
BYU offense may not look at first side chores. Middle guard is junior
like they have experience, they Ted Nelson (200). Sophomore
Doman (205) can play all
must have something for six of the Dennis
three positions at linebacker.
seven front men are underclassmen
The defensive backfield
who beat out upperclassmen for
department
has probably more
their respective spots. Ends include
expereince
than
any other Cougar
sophs Golden Richards (185) and
department,
Seniors Ron
Dennis Poppinga (215), while
Mendenhall
(
17
0) and Chris
tackles include John Monahan
Farasopolous
(
190)
will be starting
(230), a soph, and BYU's only
at
the
right
and
left
cornerback
senior offensive line starter, Ken
posts,
respectively,
while
juniors
Serck (230). Serck has started for
Von
Wells
(195)
and
Dan
Hansen
the last two years, and will
(195) will be at strong safety nnd
spearhead the inside blocking. weak
safety, respectively.
Guards are juniors J. C. Hyder
Gametime
Albuquerque
(215) and Steve Facer (225). Saturday is 1: ao in
p.m.

Lobo

Scouting
Report

While you're eating dinner tonight,
417people will die from starvation.

. Yes, it's true. We, the brewers of Miller High Ufe Beer, are realfy
letling Ma:r; Shulman write whatever he wants in this column. That muffled sobbing you hear is our legal department.
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BYU Looking For Upset Over
Trophy-Consci~us Wolfpack

A Great Place to Eat
and Drink, what more
can we say?
2 PM - 5 PM everyday
Cocktails .50

Today, as it happens, I do feel like mentioning Miller High Life.
And what better way than to quote these immortal lines from Ozymandias by the beloved Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, or "The Swedish
Nightingale," ashe was better known as? I quote:
When an ill wind blows,
And keeps getting iller,
Then a wise man knows
It is time/or Miller.
What peppy hops/ What groovy malts!
No beer cando what Miller does/
One sip and-hark!-you hear a waltz,
And you love the world, including fuzz.
But I digress. Prexy, I say, is gone and nobody wants the job.
Where, then, will the colleges find replacements?
Well sir, a lot of schools lately have been hiring robots. Don't
laugh; you can get robots today with a bald spot and everything. In
fact, I recently saw one so lifelike that alumni were giving it money.
The big trouble of course is that after a few weeks as Prexy, any in·
telligent robot will say, "Who needs this?" and become -a toll booth.
And so it remains unsolved, this Prexy problem, and in future
columns I'll look into it again, along with such other burning questions
as "Are roommates sanitary?" and "Can a student of 18 find happiness
with an econ professor of 90?"

DETROIT (CPS )-The people
who marched in solidarity with
the striking GM workers here on
election day had two purposes: to
support the UA W strike and to
forge an image for the gr~up who
called the demonstration-the
Progressive Labor faction of the
SDS.
Repeatedly throughout the
day, and during an SDS national
convention held here at Wayne
State University the day before
SDS officials stressed th~
peacefulness of their intentions.
"We are no~ Weathermen"
stressed Sara Gilbreath at 'a
pre-march rally.
Early Debate
About 400 students from
around the country met at Wayne
State Monday, mainly to plan the
march for the next day. A debate

It takes you about an hour to cat a
nice, leisurely dinner. From the time
you start your appetizer to the time
you finish your dessert, 417 people will
die from starYation,
You see, world population has
already out-grown world food supply.
Every 8.6 seconds someone in an
under-developedcountry dies as a result
of illness caused by malnutrition.
That's 7 deaths every minute. 417
deaths every l10ur. 10,000 deaths
every day. Most of them children.
And that's just a taste of thing5 to
come, Experts predict that tens of millions-even hundreds of millions-will
die from famine in the years ahead
unless something is done about it.

What can we do about it? Two
already spent on our Food for Peace
things. We can try to increase the food
Program.)
supply. And we can try to check the
There's a lot at stake, Not only tl1e
growth of population.
Jives
of the starving people of the
Some progress has. been made in
world. But our Jives. And the lives of
increasing food supply. But not nearly
our children. A hungry world can
enough has been done in reducing
never be a peaceful world.
population growth.
Take a few minutes to wire, write
A crash program is needed to control
or telephone unyone in Washington
populatiOn growth in the hungry, overyou think might be helpful. Urge the
populated areas of the world. And it
speeding up of Government action in
must begin now. While there is still time.
the population emergency. And write
A White House panel lms recomus for more information and ideas on
mended that the United States Govl1ow you can help.
ernment spend at least $100 million a
~e must act ~· The longer we
year on family planning help to underwaJt, tile more people will die from
developed nations. (Tbat's only a tiny
starvation. That's something to think
fraction of the $15 ~ we've
about over dinner tonight.

I!

I

UOP Transr1ortation Equipment Group

MilS. ALilEJtT D. LASKHJt
Dlt. HAROLD C. UREY, Nobel Lon reate
l'RANK W. ABRAMS, former Choirman,
Standnrd Oil Company of New Jersey

THURMAN W.ARNOLD,
former Assl~tnnt U.S. Attorney Ocncrnl
THOMAS D, CABOT, Chairman,
Cnbot Corporation
JOHN COWI.ES, Chnlrman
Minneapolis Stnr atnd Tribune
GENEitAL WILLIAM H. DRAPER, m:,
former AmbaSSador to NATO

CAMPUS BRIEF§

sess1on on the merits of
Linguistics Seminar
asked to call Jim Casias at
$1, availalJle a the music office or
supporting the striking workers
Garland Bills of the modern 247-9820.
at the door.
despite the fact that most of th~ and classical language department
Two works, "Facade" and
students who had traveled to will address a seminar in
Quebrar Speaker
"Mon Ismenie" will be presented.
Detroit, knew their purpose was linguistics tonight in anthropology
Director of Induction for
to ''show solidarity with the 1 0 1. He will speak on "The Quebrar,
J. Degroot, will speak at
workingman's struggle."
Quechua Directional Verbal the UNM Free University
The march the next day was Suffix."
Sierra Club
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the
disappointing. The weather was
Honor's Center lounge vf
"Conservation
'70," the 7th
rainy and cold. The turnout
Absentee Ballots
Zimmerman Library.
annual
Southwest
regional
sparse, with estimates ranging
Absentee ballots for the Nov.
Degroot will speak on the meeting of the Sierra Club, will be
from 600 to 1000, No more than 18 Senate elections may be picked Quebrar approach to
2 0 0 of the marchers were up in the ASUNM offices anytime rehabilitation of drug addicts. held in the main auditorium of St.
John's College of Santa Fe
workers.
between today and Friday, Nov. Quebrar is a self-help oriented Saturday, Nov. 14 at 9:15 a.m.
The march, which moved from 13. They must be tumed in by rehabilitation center for area
For further information contact
the Wayne campus to the GM Monday, Nov. 16 at the ASUNM addicts.
Adair
Peterson at 299-4 717.
headquarters, was completely offices.
The talk is free and open to the
peaceful, rigidly controlled and
general public.
heavily policed. To the rep'eated
ASME
African Heritage
cry "smash GM" an orderly
Coalition for Peace
Jack Rueter will speak on
six-abreast collection of
The
African
Heritage Music and
United Student Coalition
predominantly local and creativity at the meeting· of the forThe
Dance
Ensemble
will perform.
will meet Wednesday,
out-of-state SDS people marched UNM Chapter of ASME at 7 Nov.Peace
Friday,
Nov.
20
at
8
p.m. in the
11 at 7 p.m. in Union room
tonight in room 143 of the Farris
down the street in pre-arranged Engineering
building.
250-D. Topic of the meeting will University of Albuquerque
contingents to show a visible sign
be participation in the upcoming Theater. Admission is free and
of the "worker-student
open to the public.
ASUNM election.
Tutoring Project Seminar
alliance"-long the cornerstone of
The tutoring project will hold a
the Progressive Labor platform,
Ethnic Doctoral Fellowships
and one of the bones of seminar to discuss problems
CLASSIFIED
The Ford Foundation has
experience~
solutions,
ideas
and
contention between the clean-cut
announced the formation of three
PLers and the other components tonight in the Union, room 231 at
ADVERTISING
Doctoral Fellowships for 1971-72,
of SDS: the Weathermen and the 7:15.
for
Indian,
black
or
Chicano
and
RATES:
7c per word, 20 word miniRevolutionary Youth Movement
mum ($1.40) Per time run. If ad is ro
Puerto
Rican
students.
The
Erna Fergusson Discussion
II. SDS split a year ago June.
run five or more conaec.utive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
program will support full-time
The
Broad
Horizons
group
of
Per word and the minimum number of
Slogans
graduate study for up to five
words to 10.
the Dames Club will meet tonight
years.
The demonstrators had hardly at
7
in
the
Coronado
room
of
TERMS: Payment must be made in
arrived at their destination when
Information and application
full prior to insertion of advertisement.
Zimmerman Library to discuss
they turned around and returned Erna Fergusson's "New Mexico."
forms can be secured from the
WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
205~ afternoons Preferably or mail.
to Wayne. Encouraged by persons Some of the manuscripts and
Ford Foundation, 320 East 43
driving alongside in materials from the Erna Fergusson
Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.
Cla.,lfied Advertising •
UNM P.O. Box 20
megaphone-equipped cars, the collection will be shown.
All arrangements must be
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
crowd chanted slogans that had
completed by Jan. 31, 1971.
been mimeographed by number RHC Endorsement Interviews
1)
PEHSONALS
on sheets that had been passed
Experimental Theater
Senate candidates wishing an
out in advance.
"An Evening of Nonsense," will AGORA-now op(m twenty..four houra.
sevcm tinys a week. Trained student
At the GM building two RHC endorsement interview
be
presented in Popejoy Recital
Yoluntccrs nre always there. WhUe trailspeakers reiterated the goals of should call RHC President Debbie
er north of Zimmerman IJibrnry or call
Hall Friday, Nov. 13. Tickets are
277-3013. 11/10
the demonstration, while Bruns at 265-7326 or 277-4406
by
Friday,
Nov,
13.
The
RHC
hundreds of police in riot gear and
WANT TO READ three times fn.•ter '/
ltnise grades-cut stUd$' time. Evelyn
many, many plainclothesmen and endorsement meeting will be
CAMPUS
LAUNDRY
Wood Reading Dynamics. 11/11
Nov. 16. Interviews will
agents, lined the sidewalks around Monday,
begin at 8 p.m.
COLLEGE INN IIAIU!ERSHOP has new
and CLEANING
the rectangular building.

Training programs on
government regulations governing
pueblos and community relations
for Arizona and New Mexico
Indians are scheduled for
November and December by
UNM's Indian Community Action
Program (!CAP) and the Home
Improvement Project (HIP).
The first session, sponsored by
!CAP, will be Nov. 18 to 20 in
Albuquerque. Indians from the
eight Northern pueblos will
participate. Mike Perry, ICAP
consultant, said in addition to
speakers from !CAP, members of
the pueblos will also take an
active part in the training sessions.
Another !CAP program will
convene in Albuquerque Dec. 1
through 3. This will be a
sensitivity session in human
relations for residents of the eight
Discipline
Northern and six Sandoval
Strict
discipline
was imposed
pueblos.
upon
the
marchers.
Marshais
ICAP also conducted a seminar reportedly said that anyone
who
in bookkeeping Oct. 26 through left the ranks of six-abreast would
30 in Phoenix. The seminar was be treated as police agents by the
conducted by UNM's ICAP staff. marshals.
All New Mexico and Arizona
The march fell short of its
Indian bookkeepers participated advance
billing via rumors that
in the four-day seminar.
had been circulating throughout
HIP's training session in Santa the Wayne campus prior to the
Fe will be headed by Louis SDS meeting on the campus
Galves, the UNM HIP Monday. According to the
co-ordinator. In addition to rumors, non-PL agitators-namely
oparticipants from the eight Weathermen-were to storm the
Northern pueblos, will be the student center where the meeting
community co-ordinators for was held Monday morning. It was
northern New Mexico.
also rumored that Weathermen
ICAP and HIP are divisions of had infiltrated the GM tunnel in
ISRAD.
Detroit. They were just rumors.

Union Use Suggestions
Students with suggestions on
use of the Union that will serve a
majority of the students may
contact Union director Ron Baum
or sit in on Union Board meetings
Friday, 11 a.m.

Chicano Studies Tutors
Chicano Studies tutors are

$CASH$
WEEKLY EARNINGS
Blood Plasma Donors Needed l

BLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTER
1307 Central N.E.
Tucs.-Sat. 8-5

coming back-contact rm. 206.

THERE WILL BE A COALITION meeting Wednesday, November 11 at 7:00pm.
in nn. 250-D in the SUB. 11/11

----

WANTED MALE STUDENT to share two
bedroom apt, S65 month your half. Call
842-1859 for Dennis or leave message.
11/9

TWO LOCATIONS:

518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
6616 CENlRAL S.E.
255.0892
(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
Proof of Ag., Required

POETRY WANTED !or cooperative anthology, Include stmnpc'd envelope. Idlewild Press, 1807 East Olympic, Loa Angeles, California 90021. 12/2
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must be
in by 3 p.m. to run the following day.

EROS
ADULT THEATRE
518 Central S. W.

2)

Ph. 243-0033

LOST: silver overlay wedding band. Reward. 268·1293. 1 l/10
FOUND: SLIDE RULE in green case, initials CWS in Biology Rm. 100. Inquire at
SUB Lost & Found. 11/10

SMOKERS-WANT ro stop 7 Meet Wednesday 11/11/70 nt 5 prn. Mitchell Hallll7.
242-0123 after 6. 11/11
TYPING: 35 cents double spaced page.
UNM Pickup/delivery. 265-6364 or 2775323. 11/10

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

3)

SERVICES

TYPlNG-fn~t, expedenecd servic(!--<eJec-

tric-rensonable. 119 Vas•ar SE. 266-4906
anytime. 11/19

TYPING--fast, exPel ienced scrvice-electric-reasonn.ble. 110 V nsaar SE. 247..
2942 anytime. 11/12

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

5)

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

SERVICES

SPEED READING COURSE: $45. Elgh.
teen one hour sessions afternoon or even~
ing at the Davis House. Univ. of Albu·
querque. No obligation-orientation meetings: 7 or 8 pm. Nov. lOth or 11th at
Davjs House (Alpha Center). U of A~
llt12

University P.O. Box. 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

CLASSIFICATIONS:
I. Persona Is
5. For Sale

LOST&FOUND

LOS'f: SHEPERD PUPPY with white
face. Six weeks old. Call 277-4352. Reward offered. 11/13

Movit> Continuous-Lobby Boe>k
Stort> New Open. Adult Books,
Mdgazines, Bmm Film
Open 7 am to Midnite
Quarter Arcade
Admission $4.00 (Movie)

I

FORSALE

l•'IHST $800 gets VW camper. 898-4969
mostly nfter 6. 11/17

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

AUTOG!!APHS, IJOCUMJ>NTS and carted(.-.visite photographs of hjstoricnl interest. Cnll Joan I•;nder•. 2!1R·5074, 11/13

HIG2 JI~I~P. FoUl" wheel drive station wagon. Call after 5 pm, 298-8864. 11:13

INSERT THE FOllOWING ADVERTISEMENT-- TIMES STARTING _ __

Want Ads say it
in a Big WayH

HAM RADIO SET, good shape, extraa, $66
or best offer. Evenings: 344-1517. l1/l5
1962 CORV AIR, excellent, radio, $325.00,
Hodefer, English Department, 612 Dear

~Yon Lnne_~_l;;:.._!_lj_12 ---~

SKI EQUIPMENT SALE: boots, skiis,
clothing nt Jowt'st prices. Tennis Clnb,
2901 Indian School Rd. NE. Saturday,
Nov. 7; 9 nm, to 12 noon, Sandin Peak
Ski Patrol. 11/16
FIVE NEW 107-1 eom!lllnent systems com!>letc with Garrard 'qchanger, AM/FM
multiplex stereo radio: Inputs for extra
SPenk~rs, tape deck, lnlitnr- or hend sets.
• To be sold for $09,95 eneh or monthly
Paym~m~q. United Freight Sttlm, 3920 San
Mateo, NK Mon.-~'ri. 9-9; Sat. until 6.
10/29

I'IIANCIS '1'. 1', I'LIMI'TON,
former Amh:Jsgr~d1>r nnt.ll>cpul~r U.S.ltcp,
to lhr On !ted Nalinns
1\0C'KU•II.I.I:R I'RliNl'it"E
H.~.O ROPHt Public Opinion Ani11y... t
IISSIN<lJ. IW%NWALD
JONAS SALK, M.ll.f Tl<c S:1lk Institute
AI>OI.I'II W. SCUM DT, 1', Mellem & Sons
CHAfU.£.:.tj E. SCRIPPS, Chairmnn,
Suipp~·Tf<JWilrd Ncwspr~pers
LIJWIS I.. STRAUSS,
former Sccrcrnry or Commerce
CIIAHL!iS 1'. 'fAf/1',
fotmcr_Mayor of Cindnnnll
Wll,UAM II. VANf)HRD/I.T
former GovernOr' C'1( Hhodc i!ilnnd
l lOIInR1'
CJ. WEIILliJ Treasurer,
Genesee DrcwJng ..,;ompnny

NEW MEXICO LOBO

WAYNE A. E'RICK you have some money

Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E'.
247.0836

EMERSON FOOTE, CHAIRMAN

MA RRTNER S. ECCLES, former CJHlirmtm.
Fcdcrol Rc'icrvc IJonrd
IIENRYC. T·'I.OWER,JR,,
fortllcr Vice Chairman,
J. Wnlter Thompson C"o,
DR. JoliiLIP M. IIA!JSEil,
Onivcr~ily or Chicago
JOS!ii•Jr WOOD KIWTCH, Author
M I(S. CO 1\llt:l.l A S. MAY, Lnurcl Foundation
FOWLER McCORMICK, former Chnirmnn
lntcrnnlional flnrvcstcr Co,
'
HUGH MOORR, Founder, .Dido Cup Company
ALLAN NEVINS l're<ldcnt,
Americnn Acati~n;y or Arls & Letters
Dll. REINHOLD ':I!EllUl IR, l'roloS<orEmcritus
1
_~nlon Tlleolo&JCal Sctnfntlry

m<>n•s strel<."h wit."B on tmie. Houra nre
'f-Th u:a0-6:30; WFS at 8:30·6:00.
243-0003. 11/17

Coin·op Dry-Cleaning
and laundry

3)

CAMPAIGN TO CHECK THE POPULATION EXPLOSION
EUGENE DLACK, former hend, World llnnk
DR. DBTLEV DRONK, former President,
RockcfcJJcr Unlvcr!>ity
llAROLD W. BOSTROM, VIce l'rc•lcl<nt,

I

brok~ out during the opening

U~ED TV's-nll styles. $15 up, 441 Wyorn>ng

ENCLOSED$._ _ __
PLACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

8 NEW ZIG ZAG Sewing Machines with
full factory guarantee. ·Nationally advertised brand ro be solei for $35 each.
Monthly PaYments nvnllable. These rnachin~ may be insperted in warehouse nt
UNITED l•'RE!GHT SALES, 3920 Sa11
Mntro NFJ. 9.9 Mon.-Fri. Snt. until 6,

6)

Tuesd;ty, November 10, 1970

NE. 265-5987. 12/11

EMPLOYMENT

PART-T1MFJ SALES. Long hair ok. Call
Stan 268-3966, 11/17
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you for the exposure you gave to us governments. Hopefully, they are method was resorted to. What
in your paper.
incorrect. That 1s a simplified remained was an accurate report;
Unfortunately, the majority of the explanation, to be sure.
what was omitted made it one-sided.
printed media, not having the
But, again, we wish you to know This did not become apparent to me
Federal Communications how much we value your support, until too late to correct it.
Commission control factor behind it, and hope that we cm1 count on it in
The ·instructional materials
tends to think in terms of who says the future. The battle was lost; life described in the article are only a
something, and not in terms of what continues, and therefore, the war is part of the total resources available
is said. This may be one of the not ended.
to the teachers, who _were
tragedies that causes private owners
Dr. John A. Salazar encouraged to tailor the lessons to
to decide what news the public
Gary Cook Mahan the needs of their classes and
should or should not receive.
Smith Replies
carefully avoid materials with a
It seems obvious to us now in
sensational or emotional content.
To the Editor:
False
Impression
hindsight,
that
something
new,
The
attitudes expressed by the
This was my reply to the memo
different
and
daring
in
politics
as
To the Editor:
teachers in the workshop encourages
from Prof. Harry Stumpf which
cannot
be
well
as
society
as
a
whole,
Let
me
correct
as
best
I
can
the
to believe most of them will try
me
appeared in The Lobo of Nov. 9:
accepted
by
the
public.
We
feel
that
false impression created by my to be objective and factual in their
As you know, the 10:30 a.m. hour
teaching.
ori Monday, Wednesday and Friday the figures we garnered in the general article on drug education.
election
do
not
reflect
the
validity
of
Through the courtesy of Doug
The
original
article
was
about
is the absolute peak of the parking
load. If there were very many our ideas so much as they reflect the three tlmes as long and presented Carmichael, drug education specialist
available spaces for faculty and staff - unwillingness on the part of the both strengths and weaknesses of the for Albuqerque Public Schools, I
at that hour it would be surprising, voter to accept something new. By drug education workshop. Because I enrolled in the workshop as a full
for it would mean that we had 1974, if we do our job correctly, did not advise the campus editor of participant. I would be abusing that
these ideas will no longer carry the its length in advance, I was faced courtesy if I let the distorted picture
reserved more space than necessary,
with the unpleasant task of cutting it remain of this effort to shed some
discriminating against students who "stigma" of being new.
At
this
point,
and
the
vote
reflects
to
fit the 15 inches available Sunday. light on a subject about which both
are not privileged. I think you could
find a place to park even at that hour this very readily, society believes Under the pressure of an· imminent young and old are largely uniformed.
in the faculty-staff lot west of the that systems-not men-run deadline the scissors-and-paste
Robert Smith
Union where the old stadium used to
be. That, of course, is a full block
'No ... First You Withdraw, Then We Remove The Rocket!'
away from your office, which I
would scarcely consider a hardship.
If you seriously want to discuss
the rationale of priority decisions on
building projects and gain some
insight into the complexities
involved, I would be happy to
discuss them with you at your
convenience.
Shennan E. Smith

Letters:

Hate Mail
To the Editor:
Your voice in The Lobo is
repulsive. It's shocking to think that
some American children might be
subjected to your teaching.
"A great many open minds shall
be closed for repairs."
Hm:ry Tackett
(Note: Don't won-y, I'm not going
into education-Sarah Laidlaw.)
Thanks to The Lobo
To the Editor:
We would like to sincerely thank

'

! '

Bema

'i

By FRANK MARGARELLA,
TERRY ROMERO, and
DEBBIE THARINGER
Let's take a .look at ASUNM
government this semester. By the
time the new Senate can begin
meeting, it will have been out of
operation for .six out of 10 weeks.
Not a bad average for the only
student legislative body which exists
at our University. But why worry?!
There's going to be a Senate election
Nov. 18 (finally) to save student
goverm~ent from its predicament.
Then everything will be fine again.
Dream on! Will this comihg electioh

really change anything?. . . or will
the new senators still continue to act
as 20 individuals, answering to no
one? But can they help it? Who
could they answer to if they did feel
obligated and responsible to the
Associate Students? Are the senators
inefficient, or are they simply
victims of the present system, which
allows them to ignore the desires of
the majority? It is about time that
the system was changed or altered so
it better represents the Associated
Students: those whom it was
intended to represent.
The following is our solution to
our present unrepresentative system.
We propose a bicameral legislative
system based on the workings of the
U.S. Congress. The house would be
composed of representatives from
"living organs" of the Associated
Students. These "living organs"

active in organizations or dorm life a
We know that most of the work to
chance to be presented. Both bodies get this system initiated is still ahead,
would be given equal legislative for it involves writing a new
powers, and all bills would have to constitution and having it approved
be ratified by both houses and signed on referendum by two-thirds of the
by the president of ASUNM. Under voters. We need help and we are
emergency situations, deemed by the open for suggestions and criticisms.
president of ASUNM, joint meetings However, being that the election is
could be called. Separately, each Nov. 18, our major concern at the
body would have -power to put moment is getting in contact with all
legislation on referendum.
Senate candidates. We hope that
The president, vice president (who they will consider running on the
would preside over the senate), and cause as part of their platform. The
the treasurer (who would be only issue of this campaign is that
responsible to both bodies) would be the present system is not working
elected at large. A system of checks and is not representative of the
and balances, involving the president, Associated students. Our proposal
both houses and the judiciary can only improve matters by making
system, would be employed.
ASUNM government more
A similar system was in effect on representative of the students, and
this campus for approximately 14 thus putting more of ASUNM funds
years (up to six years ago when the back into the hands of the students.
present constitution was adopted). This is not a plan to oust present
Having contacted an administration
"Are the senators inefficient, or official and a past president of
are they simply victims of the ASUNM who were both here when
" ... Most of the work to get this
present system, which allows them this system was in effect, we were system initiated is still ahead, for it
to ignore the desires of the assured that the system was both involves writing a new
majority?"
constitution ... "
workabl~ and effective. However,
because 1t depended so much on
would be roughly defined as 1) student involvement it became
AS U NM officials. If the IH~W
chartered organizations, 2) dorm choked by the roots of the student constitution is adopted, the now
houses, and, 3) each college of the apathy which was very much present
University. The chartered at that time. We feel that by Senato and the pn~sent exeeutive
organizations and dormitories would combining the merits of the past officials would simply move into the
be represented in some proportion to system with the new form and ideas, lHlW systmn, and the house of
the number of members or residents. it will work. Students, as they have representatives would be added on.
:ro further explain this proposal,
Each college of the University would demonstrated recently, are more
th1s
committee will meet with all
have one representative. From this interested in their campus and their
Senate
candidates and interested
body, a speaker of the house would world. By. simply giving the
students Wednesday at 8 p.m. in
be elected to preside over meetings. opportunity to participate to more
Room 250, A·B, in Lhe Union.
The senate, composed of 20 to 25 students, a more representative form
No matter where you have stood
members, would be elected at large, of government will greatly increase
before,
we all must stand together on
thus giving students who are not the students' voice in their affairs.
one question: representation.

Gen. de Gaulle is Dead. France is a Widow.

By GEORGE SIBERA
Winston Churchill. Only Chiang
COLOMBEY · LES- DEUX· Kai-shek survives.
"
EGLISES (UPI)- Gen. C!ha~les de
The government decreed Nov.
Gaull~, who devoted h1s hfe to 12 as a day of national mourning
re~tormg the glory _of ~ranc~ •. was for De Gaulle who had lived in
Ia!~ out T~esday m h1s m1htary self-imposed isolation in this
umform Ill the parlor of his village in eastern France after the
country home where he died of a French voters had turned him
hear~ atta~k _Monday night while down in a special referendum in
playmg sohta1re.
April,1969.
De Gaulle, who would have
In Colombey, a village of 394
be~n 80 o.n Nov. 2_2, left precise inhabitants, villagers and farmers
wntten m~truct10ns that he paid homage Tuesday by trekking
wanted h1s funeral to be to the little churchyard to lay
"extremely simple" with "no bouquets of wildflowers and
music, no fanfare, no bell-ringing,
no speech, neither in the church
nor elsewhere."
The simple funeral was
scheduled for Thursday in the
village church here. Father Claude
Jaughey, the village priest who
administered the last rites to De
Gaulle Monday night, said: "the
General will receive a plain funeral
like any other villager, or a
lumberjack. This will be a classless
funeral as the General always
wished."
But the government set a
parallel memorial ceremony in
majestic Notre Dame Cathedral in
Paris and the great of the world
announced they would attend.
President Nixon, whose
country was frequently defied and
criticized by De Gaulle while he
served as French President and
leader of Free French Forces in
WW II, announced he would go to
Paris for the ceremony. He hailed
De Gaulle as "a personal friend
and man of great stature."
Soviet Premier Alexei N.
Kosygin also will attend the Paris
0 \:0
rites, French government sources
said_ But the White House made
clear Nixon would not use the
occasion for any talks with
c
Kosygin or other world leaders
gathered for the ceremony.
"General de Gaulle is dead.
France is a widow," said President
Georges Pompidou, in a special
telecast notifying the nation of
the passing of the man who served
twice as president, twice as
premier, and was the last survivor
of the great allied leaders of WW
II. He had outlived Franklin D.
Roosevelt, Josef Stalin and

rosaries on the grave of De
Gaulle's favorite daughter, Anne,
who died in 1948 at the age of 20.
De Gaulle himself will be
buried beside his daughter in the
same family plot Thursday.
The body of De Gaulle dressed
in his Brigadier Generaf's 'uniform
was laid out in the salon of his
home called "La Boisserie"
whicl; was his favorite retre~t
from the power politics qf the
world.
De Gaulle's son·in·law Gen.
Alain de Bossieu told ne~smen
'

Tuesday the former president
suffered a hea1·t attack as he was
dealin_g !1imself cards for a game
of sohtau·e.
The Pr~sident had spent his last
day workmg on the third chapter
of the fifth volume of a
six-volume set of memoires he had
planned, and was waiting for the
evening news to begin on the
state-run television network,
De Boissieu said De Gaulle died
at 7:30 p.m. bu~ Fren~hmen did
not hear about 1t untJ! Tuesday
morning when Pompidou took to
the television.
UPI TelePhoto
According to official French
sources, De Gaulle's death was not
reported to Paris until 4 a.m.
Tuesday morning, when ·his
son-in-law telephoned the news to
President Pompidou,
De Gaulle's wife, Yvonne, was
the only person present when De
Gaulle was stricken. A De Gaulle
family spokJsman said she
immediately called the village
doctor and priest. When the
doctor arriv.ed De Gaulle was
beyond med1cal help. He died
about 15 minutes after being
stricken.
Pompidou summoned members
of his government for a special
cabinet meeting early Thursday,
called for time on the state-run
TV networks, and pulled out an
envelope, on which De Gaulle had
written, "For My Funeral." He
had confided the envelope to
Pompidou in 1952.
De Gaulle's instructions read as
follows:
"I want my funeral to be held
in Col om bey - Les - Deux Eglises. If I die elsewhere, it will
be necessary to transport my
body to my home, without the
slightest public ceremony. My
tomb will be that which my
daughter, Ann, already rests, and
where my wife will one day be
laid to rest.
''Inscription: Charles De
Gaulle, 1890-nothing else. The
funeral ceremony will be handled
by my son, my daughter, my
son·in·law, my daughter-in-law,
aided by my staff, in such a way
that it will be extremely simple. I
do not want a national or state

°
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funeral.
'•
"No president, no minister, no
representatives of the National
Assembly, nor constituent body.
Only the l!~rench Armed Forces
can officially participate, but their
participation must be very
modest.
"No music, no fanfare, no
bell-ringing, no speech should be
made, neither in the church, nor
elsewhere."
"No eulogy in the parliament,
no reserved places at the
ceremony, except for my family,
my fellow members of the Order
of the Liberation (a group of WW
II resistance leaders) and for the
municipal council of Colombey.
"It is in silence that I wish it
(the ceremony) to be conducted.
"The men and women of"
France and other countries may,
if they so desire, pay homage to
my memory by accompanying my
bodytoitsfinalrestingplace.
"I hereby declare in advance
my refusal of any or all
decorations, promotions,
citations whether they be French
or foreig~. If any such is awarded
to me it will be in violation of my
final ~ishes."
President Pompidou who had
long served De Gaulle'aspremier
before taking over as president on
his resignation told the nation:
"In 1940 Gen. de Gaulle saved
our honor. In 1944, he led us to
the liberation and to victory_ In
1958 he saved us from civil war.
' ' He g a v e F r an c e her
institutions (the 5th Republic),·
herplaceintheworld.
"In this hour of mourning for
our country, let us bow to the
grief of Mme. de Gaulle, of her
children and grandchildren.
"Let us pledge to France not to
be unworthy of the lessons which
have been given us, and that, in
the national soul, De Gaulle will
live forever."
De Gaulle was born Nov. 22,
1890, in the northern city of
Lille, and by the age of 6 was
already playing with toy soldiers.
In his late teens he had already
grown to six feet, four inches, and

(please turn to page 4)
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GTA Rights Statement Defines Grad Ro~4"'~ ~'~~
11

(_.,,IJ,,

Faculty Policy Committee Considers Passage of Con~roversia_l Document · · - '·· t l!;
li

(Editor's Note: The notorious
"Love Lust Poem" controversy of
the Spring of 1969 concerned the
reading of "questionable"
literature in a freshman English
class conducted by a graduate
teaching assistant. After the splash
the poem made in University and
state political circles, many
q_uestions were raised. ~s. ~o the
nghts and respons1biltt!es of
graduate teach.in? .assistants. Since
then, the def1mtton of graduate
student rights has been seen by
the University community as a
much neglected project.)
The Faculty Policy Committee
(FPC) will consider passage today
of the controversial Graduate and
Teaching Assistant Statement on
Rights and Responsibilities, which
defines and clarifies graduate
student roles in the academic
community.
The Statement of Rights and
Responsibilities emerged from an
Ad Hoc committees formed after
the 1969 "Love Lust Poem"
incident and is now being
"considl'red by standing faculty
committees.
The statement faces debate in
the FPC after going through two
other UNM committees and two
subcommittees which revised the
original document.
Vital areas in the document
include definition of gl'aduate and
teaching assistants (GTA's), a
means of appeal in cases of
a c a d c m i c freedom, a 11 d
clarification of graduate student
rolesasteacherandstudent.
Originating in the Ad 1-Ioc
Committee on Rights and
Responsibilities of Faculty and
Students (Weihofen Committee),

the statement was recommended
by Henry Weihofen, chairman of
the committee, to be incorporated
into existing materials on
University goverance.
. Leaders of the Graduate
Student Association (GSA) have
worked closely with the Weihofen
Committee FPC and Faculty
Planning Co~mittee in smoothing
out the rough spots unacceptable
t 0 the r acu 1ty committee
members.
Bill Pickens, GSA president,
pointed out several key areas
crucial to the meaning of the
document. These areas are
definftion bf GTA's as "part.time
faculty" members, and the right
of a g1·aduate assistant to appeal
any punishment, dismissal or
other sanction involving a
'

question of academic freedom to
the Committee on Academic
Freedom and Tenure (AF&T).
Pickens said, "We are striving
for the Faculty Policy Committee
to approve the definition of
graduate assistants as parttime
faculty members." He added,
"Since graduate students assume
many of the responsibilities of
faculty in performance of their
duties as teaching a?sistants, they
should have the nghts that go
along with the instructional job."
A test for this situation was
evidenced in the "Love Lust
Poem" controversy. A graduate
teaching assistant created some
controversy over his choice in
literature for a class teaching.
Pickens said, "By defining GTA's
as patttime faculty members, the

41 App Iy f Of sena t e

In a hearing last night to air
eligibility challenges, Student
Court illterpretcd the residency
requirement in the ASUNM
Constitution to mean "those
semesters of continuo us
attendance at UNM immediately
prior to the election."
Under the Co mt decision,
students who may have dropped
out of school for a while will be
eligible to t·un for Senate on the
basis of the grade point average
obtained during the time they
havcbeenbackinschool.
The court ruling came after
three students contested an
Elections Commission ruling made
earlier in the cvenit1g that students
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must have a 2.0 to run for Senate.
The Constitution requires
student senators to have attended
UNM at least one semester
immediately prior to their
election and to have a grade point
avemge of at least 2.0 "during
residence at UNM."
If the three studentb who
contested the commission ruling
are eligible to run under the Court
ruling, 41 people will be running
for 10 full one-year term and two
half-term Senate seats to be filled
intheelectionNov.18.
The three students who
contested the commission
decision are Lance Gordon, Ralph
Baea and Thomas Drummond.

confus10n surroundmg the poem
ll;ciden,~ would have been
dis,~elled..
_ .
.
If Ltonel Wllhams (the
mstruct?r usmg the poez:') h_ad
been VJ~wed by the Umvers1ty
commumty and other te~chers as
a faculty member, machm~ry for
t~e de~ense or condemnation of
h1s actJ?ns :vould have a part of
the Umvers1ty gover11mental and
leg~ I system: ~s ~~ ';"'as, the
Un1vers1ty d1dn t d1dJ? ~.know
wJ:e.ther, to ta.ke responsibility for
W!lhall?s act!o;'s m; . not. Much
confus1?~ and mdec!s!On re.sulted
an_d W'Hmms was caught 111 the
m!~dle.
. . .
.
So far as. the ?efmlt!On °,~
~aduate t~ac~!ng as~Jstants goes,
Pickens. said, that 1 ~ one _of the
most Important pomts lll the

vacanc1es
•
One other student, Sen. Steve
Terry, was declared ineligible on
the basis of grade point average,
but since he did not attend the
Elections Commission meeting to
contest the decision, his name will
not appear on the ballot,
All eligible candidates must
attend a mandatory candidates'
meeting tonight at 7 to have their
names officially on the ballot.
Failure to attend the meeting
could result in disqualification
fl"Om the election.
(;
Forty-six petitions to run for
the 12 Senate positions were
originally taken out, but only 42
were returned by the 5 p.m.
deadline yesterday.
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s t a ~&in en t and Q,4.nno
be
co~ttromised for a Fa simile
whiCh wo~l~ not alw~ys"g~ rantee
faculty.)":J'!fllt§vto j.-·graduate
teacher." · - ---·~ ~ -"":
.
Duke Duquette, VICe pres1dent
of the GSA, said "at UNM, more
than many other schools, GTA's ·
teach many classes, freeing faculty
to . more ~asi}Y perfor~ their
duties_ In _th1s hght, GTA 5 sho_uld
have the nghts gran,~ed to full time
faculty members.
Both GSA
leaders were _eager to point out
that faculty ng~ts .would only be
granted to GTA s m performance
of faculty roles_ It would not
apply. wJ;en graduate students are
funct10nmg as stu~ents. . _
The second major pomt m the
docum~nt as~s thai any, appeal of
a cas~ mvolvmg a G:r'A s, when .a
question of academ1c freedom 1s
involved, be referred to the
AF&T. Pickens said "This would
get issues out of the departments.
If cases involving the academic
freedom of GTA's are left within
the departments, faculty members
would be faced with possible
accusations of personality
conflict. Also GTA's could appeal
cases to the AF&T and bypass
departmental politics in the
hearing of his case."
Pickens emphasized that the
passage of the definition of GTA's
as parttime faculty members and
gmnting them the right of appeal
to the AF&T would not only
benefit the GTA's involved, but
should also clarify roles of GTA 's
by bringing fa cuI ty -GT A
relationships under formal
jurisdietionofUniversitylaw.
If the document is approved by
FPC, it will then go to the general
faculty for approval.

